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I chose this typeface because it balances between the traditional and contemporary – much like the trad-modernity of 
Keong Saik Road; a mixed mesh of contemporary restaurants and offices housed in old-style shophouses. Helvetica Neue 
also provided improved structural unification in heights and widths, making the typeface exceptionally legible even when 
condensed or thinned. This aspect piqued my interest as it’s versatility in weight complemented its readability well. 
Therefore, this allowed for bolder and wilder creations as clarity is almost always assured. 
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INFORMATION
DESIGNER
Max Miedinger

PERIOD
Year 1983

HISTORY
It was redesigned to have a 
more uniform set of height 
and widths with improved 
legibility. It was also 
expanded to contain many 
additional weights and styles 
such as condensed and 
extended.
APPLICATION
Standard Chartered, Target,
WhatsApp

Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold Helvetica Neue LightHelvetica Neue Regular
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Paying Homage to the old narrow lane 
held dear to many! A night of music, 
food and celebration steeped in nos-
talgia. Keong Saik Laneway Festival 
will feature the best of yesteryears 
to the freshest hits in our local music 
industry. Accompanying the trad-mod 
soundscape are the quirky bazaars 
and the neoteric table-top bars and 
tapas. Come dabble together and rule 
the night on these old lanes!
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Paying Homage to the old narrow lane held dear to many! 

A night of music, food and celebration steeped in nostalgia. 
Keong Saik Laneway Festival will feature the best of 

yesteryears to the freshest hits in our local music industry. 
Accompanying the trad-mod soundscape are the quirky 

bazaars and the neoteric table-top bars and tapas. Come 
dabble together and rule the night on these old lanes!

10th feb
2019
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‘H’ positive counterspaces – the letter H’s 
crossbar formed a visual ‘lane’, a pun on 

the festival’s name ‘Laneway’. 

‘KEONG SAIK’ imposed – referencing a poster 
design by Paula Scher; overwhelming the eye

‘1’ repeated and overlapped; 
mimicking windows of KS Road
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Paying Homage to the old narrow lane held 
dear to many! A night of music, food and 
celebration steeped in nostalgia. 

Keong Saik Laneway Festival will feature the 
best from our local music industry; oldies of 
yesteryears to the freshest modern hits of 
today, come dabble together and rule these 
old lanes!
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freshest hits in our local 
music industry.

Accompanying the trad-
mod soundscape are 
the quirky bazaars and 
the neoteric table-top 
bars and tapas. Come 
dabble together and rule 
the night on these old 
lanes!
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Paying Homage to the old narrow lane held dear 
to many! A night of music, food and celebration 
steeped in nostalgia. Keong Saik Laneway Festival 
will feature the best from our local music industry; 
oldies of yesteryears to the freshest modern hits 
of today, come dabble together and rule these old 
lanes!
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Paying Homage to the old narrow lane held 
dear to many! A night of music, food and 
celebration steeped in nostalgia. 

Keong Saik Laneway Festival will feature the 
best from our local music industry; oldies of 
yesteryears to the freshest modern hits of 
today, come dabble together and rule these 
old lanes!
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Paying Homage to the 
old narrow lane held 
dear to many! A night 
of music, food and 
celebration steeped in 
nostalgia. 

Keong Saik Laneway 
Festival will feature 
the best from our local 
music industry; oldies 
of yesteryears to the 
freshest modern hits 
of today, come dabble 
together and rule these 
old lanes!
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